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Welcome
bridging the gap
Associations undoubtedly have experience
dealing with a varied audience. Accordingly, they
frequently segment their communications based
on variables such as company size, geographic
location and/or industry. However, segmenting
an audience by the generation demographic is
rather uncommon.
Because the American workplace is increasingly
diverse and people are living and working
longer, Baby Boomers, Generation X’ers and
Generation Y’ers (aka Millennials) are working
side-by-side. As a result, the one-size-fits-all
marketing strategy should be eliminated to
include a growing younger audience.
Due to today’s dynamic demographic,
lifestyle and workplace trends, it is
important for organizations to adapt
their communications to reach and engage
multi-generational audiences.
This eBook first addresses the general
characteristics of the generations in our
workforce, then outlines challenges facing
associations and suggests strategies to
effectively engage younger professionals.
Let’s get started!
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Generational Characteristics
Before developing strategies to engage young professionals, it’s important to understand the
generations in our workforce, and the events that shaped them. This section gives context to
the young professional outlook by providing a brief overview of each generation.

grouping the generations
Generation

Years Born

% of Workforce

Greatest & Silent Generations
Baby Boomers
Generation X
Generation Y (aka Millennials)
Generation Z

Born 1921 to 1945
Born 1946 to 1959
Born 1960 to 1977
Born 1978 to 1994
Born 1995 to 2012

7%
42%
29%
22%
<1%

NOTE: The chart above labels each generation according to the years in which they were born. Although there is
some debate among demographers, these years are generally accepted. Furthermore, because Generation Z makes
up such a small percentage of the workforce, the term young professionals primarily refers to Generation Y or the
Millennials.

greatest & silent generations
»»The Greatest and Silent generations were born between 1921 and 1945.
»»Rich or poor, man or woman, they bonded over the Great Depression, World War II and the
Korean War.

»»Making the transition from economic despair to the most powerful nation in the world, this
generation gained confidence that they could accomplish anything together.

»»These generations are rapidly declining in workforce participation and only represent about
seven percent of the workforce today.

baby boomers
»»Baby Boomers were born from 1946 through 1959.
»»They grew up in a healthy economic era and represent a large portion of employees in
management, ownership and other leadership positions.

»»They believe that long hours and hard work will result in success, and success is defined by
professional accomplishment. They have a live to work mentality.

»»The Baby Boomers represent 42 percent of the workforce today.
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Generational Characteristics
Generation X
»»Generation X’ers were born between 1960 and 1977.
»»Marked by low birth rates and a period of great socio-economic upheaval, they make up

a smaller portion of the workforce relative to the Boomers. In terms of age, education and
capability, this generation is fully deployed in the workforce.

»»During their lifetime, mothers entered the workforce in large numbers, leaving the kids

to take care of themselves after school— thus, the term latch-key kids often refers to the
people of Generation X. This generation is independent, self-sufficient and dislikes being
micro-managed. Unlike their workaholic parents, they have a work hard, play hard mentality.

»»Generation X comprises 29 percent of the workforce today.

Generation y
»»Born between 1978 and 1994, Generation Y is also commonly referred to as the Millennial
Generation.

»»They are a larger group than the Baby Boomers but are not fully deployed into the workforce,
partly because a great number are still in school pursuing post-graduate degrees. Those who
have graduated, entered a difficult labor market, and many are unemployed.

»»They are extremely technologically savvy, and they believe in working smarter as opposed to

working longer. They were nurtured by their latch-key kid parents and value family, teamwork
and praise for their achievements.

»»Millennials represent 22 percent of the workforce.

Generation Z
»»Born between 1995 and 2012, Generation Z is the youngest generation actively participating
in the workforce, and as a result, represents the smallest portion.

»»Growing up with wars, school violence, and severe recession, they are realists. They will look
for reliable products and services, are more likely to save money than spend it and will use
technology to find solutions to problems.
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Challenge 1 « Value Proposition of Networks
Business professionals have historically joined associations for the increased number of
networking opportunities. However, young professionals do not value networks for the same
reasons as their predecessors, the Baby Boomers.

The Challenge
»»Numbers alone don’t count. Young professionals cut their teeth on social media. They arrive
in the business world with large social networks, and they are not easily impressed by how
many members you have available for networking. They need to be convinced that you will
help them leverage their networks.

engagement strategy
»»Offer expertise. Although they have very large networks, Millennials mostly network with

their peers. Peers often lack the industry expertise needed to provide leverage over the
competition. Involve industry experts at events, start a mentoring program and/or an online
forum to demonstrate value for young professionals in your network.

»»Be online. Compared to their predecessors, younger generations spend a disproportionate

amount of time online. Meet them where they are and provide a multitude of services in the
digital realm. Social networking on the internet allows young members to connect with your
association and members in a way that is comfortable for them.

»»Go green. Appeal to their sense of social responsibility, and they will become your greatest

advocates. Millennials want to make a difference in the world. Set up advocacy opportunities,
invite them to volunteer not only for causes, but also for committees and the Board. Going
green, or advocating for social responsibility, is a win-win proposition for both your
association and your members.

The Center for
Association
Leadership engages
young professionals
by addressing and
involving members
in a journey for
sustainability.
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challenge 2 « Value of Time & Space
Young professionals value time and space differently from their predecessors. They do not
have the patience for imposition. For example, a Baby Boomer will wait for a sale, cut out the
coupon and drive to the store to purchase a desired item. In contrast, the young professional
will bid on a product online, instantly buy it and have it delivered without ever leaving home
or the office.

The challenges
»»Time is scarce. The line between personal and professional time has traditionally been

blurred for association members. Baby Boomers perceive after hours events as worthwhile
time commitments while young professionals draw a distinct line between their personal
and professional time and highly value personal time spent with peers.

»»Nothing personal. Young professionals do not typically need to make business connections

in person. They connect digitally and are large consumers of multi-media. Often they prefer
podcasts, webinars and videos over going to an event to see and hear a speaker, unless it is
with a group of friends.

engagement strategy
»»Be friend friendly. Create events specifically for the younger crowd, and reward your young

professional members for bringing friends to these events. Once your Millennial members
meet and befriend other association members, your events compete less with their personal
time and may become one of their preferred activities.

»»Bring on the videos. Online access to videos offers your message 24 hours per day, seven

days per week. The convenience of membership coupled with the information they need
benefits young professionals on their terms.

Videos can be
watched online,
on demand,
and they are a
popular means of
communication
among the
younger age
demographics.
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challenge 3 « Importance of Speed & Adaptation
It is not that young professionals are impatient. Growing up with Google, Netflix and other
on-demand services, the younger generations are simply accustomed to instant access to
information. From Facebook and Google ads to Amazon and retailer recommendations, they
are surrounded by, and expect, content that is customized for them.

The challenges
»»Instant gratification is the rule. Young professionals expect creative content on demand. If
you are providing products and services, or hosting events for Millennials, the difficulty is
delivering your wares on their terms.

»»Customization rules. Knowing your audience is key to any marketing strategy, but

Millennials, more so than any other previous generation, weed out information that is not
relevant to them. If your message is not relevant, they are less apt to listen.

engagement strategy
»»Use multiple mediums. Create your message in a variety of formats so that it will be

easily found on demand. The subject of a webinar can be translated into a blog, Facebook,
or LinkedIn post. If you are holding an event for younger professionals, be sure to market
it widely online. In addition to email, send out invitations on Facebook and other social
networks.

»»Embed the seed. Millennials love interesting videos. To boost attendance for future events,
record key moments from your events to create teaser videos that you post to your website
and other social media accounts.

»»Demonstrate relevance. Customize your videos, emails and social media posts with images
of young professionals using technology and participating in peer interactions and group
activities.

ASAE’s Millennial
members get
relevant information
through a separate
Facebook group for
young professionals.
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challenge 4 « Modes of Communication
From telephone calls to texting, each generation prefers to communicate in a different way.
Since multiple generations will remain in the workplace for years to come, it is important
to reach every generation in a way that works for them. Young professionals pose a unique
challenge because they continue to change their preferred communication medium. To reach
the younger demographic, you will need to keep up with the latest technologies.

The challenge
»»Hard to reach. Associations can reach their Boomer members over the phone and their

Generation X members via email, but young professionals don’t particularly like either of
these traditional modes of communications. The younger generation is harder to reach
because they communicate through a variety of technological platforms.

engagement Strategy

20
12

»»Be everywhere. According to The Millennial

Impact Report, a research project by Achieve and
Johnson Grossnickle & Associates, marketing to
Millennials requires a multi-channel approach.
Make your message available on several social
platforms, and make it shareable. You will be
placing information where it is easily found by
young professionals while increasing your
network size and allowing them to share your
communications with their peers.

»»Be brief. Since young professionals are regularly

generation to graduate college in an economic
downturn, the younger professionals are
particularly careful with their money. Offering
financial incentives and discounts speaks
volumes to this generation.

Contact us for more information.

say they have smartphones

33%

Yes

»»Money talks. Being the most educated

77%

eet
tw

What type of nonprofit
info would you share?

No

bombarded with messages, it is wise to be brief
with them. Offer text alerts and post regularly to
Twitter to get the attention of younger audiences.

Connect

67%

23%
do not.
?

?

?

Have you interacted with a

nonprofit on facebook

We hope you benefit from our ongoing series of eBooks and would like to offer a free demo of
our other products and services.
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WebLink is a Software as a Service company,

providing membership management software to organizations. Based in Indianapolis, WebLink empowers
hundreds of trade and professional associations, and more than 500,000 small and medium businesses,
to acquire and retain customers. With a 94 percent retention rate, we are recognized for taking care of our
customers.
WebLink’s comprehensive association solution includes membership management software, responsive
website design and development, non-dues revenue programs for chambers and associations, and the
industry’s only card reader ready app for iPad®. As an added benefit, we regularly offer valuable business
resources such as free demos, webinars, eBooks, tips via social media and remarkable customer support from
day one.

HIGHLIGHTS
WEBLINK IS AN INTEGRATED
AMS SOLUTION

WEBLINK SPECIALIZES
IN WEBSITES

WEBLINK INNOVATES TO
MAKE YOUR LIFE EASIER

»» ONE web-based centralized

»» WebLink Local business directory

»» eCommerce app for iPad®
»» Membership sales
»» Event registrations
»» Integrated credit card reader

database

»» Prospects, members,

non-members and all reps in
same system

»» Financials, events, email,

committees, website, reporting

drives 67 percent increase in
traffic from organic searches

»» Adds value for members
»» Increases non-dues revenue
»» Responsive website design

MEMBERS
FINANCIAL
SOLUTIONS

WEBSITE

CENTRAL

DB

EMAIL
MARKETING

EVENTS
PROSPECTS
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